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IN THE MAGISTRATES COURT AT NORTHAMPTON 

CASE NUMBER 34NA1009819 

mark.wyschna 

Applicant 

V 

Regina 

Respondent 

 

Witness statement of mark.wyschna 
Application under S.142 Magistrates Court Act, to reopen these matters and set aside your void 

order 
 
 

This statement (consisting of eleven (11) pages each signed by me) is true to the best of my 
knowledge and belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable 
to prosecution if I have wilfully stated anything which I know to be false or do not believe to 
be true. 

Signed: Mark.wyschna                                                                                    Date: 18.10.2021 

1) The applicant notes and draws the Magistrates Courts attention to the convention 
rights under article six (6) of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) and 
schedule one (1), of the Human Rights Act 1998 (HRA) it is noted and the court is put 
on notice that it is public authority for the purposes of human rights by virtue of 
section 6 (3) (a), of the Human Rights Act 1998. By section 6 (1), Human Rights Act 
1998, it is unlawful for a public authority to act in a way that is incompatible with a 
person’s convention rights. 
 

2) The applicant notes and draws the Magistrates Courts attention to, the statutory 
instrument the Criminal Procedure Rules 2015, rule 1.1. (1) The overriding objective 
of this procedural code is that criminal cases are dealt with justly. (2) Dealing with a 
criminal case justly includes (a) acquitting the innocent and convicting the guilty; (b) 
Dealing with the prosecution and defence fairly; (c) recognising the rights of a 
defendant, particularly those under Article 6 of the European Convention on 
Human Rights. (Emphasis added) 
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3) The applicant notes and draws the Magistrates Courts attention to our legal rights 
under Article 6, HRA 1998 and convention rights under Article 6 ECHR Right to a 
fair trial, (1) ‘In the determination of his civil rights and obligations or of any criminal 
charge against him, everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a 
reasonable time by an independent and impartial tribunal established by law. 
Judgment shall be pronounced publicly but the press and public may be excluded 
from all or part of the trial in the interest of morals, public order or national security in 
a democratic society, where the interests of juveniles or the protection of the private 
life of the parties so require, or to the extent strictly necessary in the opinion of the 
court in special circumstances where publicity would prejudice the interests of 
justice.’ (2) Everyone charged with a criminal offence shall be presumed innocent 
until proved guilty according to law. (3) Everyone charged with a criminal offence 
has the following minimum rights: (a) to be informed promptly, in a language which 
he understands and in detail, of the nature and cause of the accusation against him; (b) 
to have adequate time and facilities for the preparation of his defence; (c) to 
defend himself in person or through legal assistance of his own choosing or, if he 
has not sufficient means to pay for legal assistance, to be given it free when the 
interests of justice so require; (d) to examine or have examined witnesses against 
him and to obtain the attendance and examination of witnesses on his behalf under the 
same conditions as witnesses against him; (e) to have the free assistance of an 
interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language used in court. (Emphasis 
added) 
 

4) The applicant notes and draws the Magistrates Courts attention to the case 
management document, ESSENTIAL CASE MANAGEMENT: APPLYING THE 
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE RULES, produced by Lady Justice Macur, Senior 
Presiding Judge for England and Wales, for the Judiciary of England and Wales 
which states in clear unambiguous terms: ‘Compliance with the Criminal Procedure 
Rules is compulsory’ and continues ‘The court must further the Overriding Objective 
of the rules by actively managing each case [Crim PR3.2(1)]. 
 

5) The applicant notes and draws the courts attention to its parent organisation Her 
Majesties Courts and Tribunals Service, and its position as an executive agency, 
sponsored by the Ministry of Justice.  
 

6) The Magistrates Court is required by law and in the name of justice to reopen the case 
number 34NA1009819 and set aside its void order in relation to all matters 
subsequent to the hearing that occurred on the second day of March 2020 for the 
reasons set out below. 

Case History 

7) The case papers in this matter were not served until we reached the Magistrates Court 
on the second day of March 2020, in a clear breach of the prosecutions obligations in 
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these matters under section three (3) of the CPIA (Criminal Procedure Investigations 
Act 1996) and R.15.2 CrimPR (Criminal Procedure Rules)  

8) During the hearing that occurred on the second of March 2020 at Northamptonshire 
Magistrates case number 34NA1009819, after being served with the Ecclesiastical 
Deed Poll and an extract from Halsburys Laws of England -10 -186 vol 480 cc246-95 
246 at 50 and the applicant stating he would stand on his right to trial by Jury in 
accordance with the customs and traditions within England and article twenty nine 
(XXIX) of Magna Carta 1297, the Magistrates rejected the application and instead 
arranged a trial at the Magistrates Court for the sixteenth day of April 2020. 
 

9) During the hearing that occurred on the second of March 2020 at Northamptonshire 
Magistrates case number 34NA1009819, the Magistrates stated Ben Gray was a 
vulnerable person and would need to give evidence from behind a screen. As a 
consequence of the Magistrates stating Ben Gray was vulnerable and therefore could 
only give his evidence from behind a screen and that we would not be able to cross 
examine Ben Gray directly, we asked if we could be accompanied to the trial by a 
friend which the Magistrates rejected out of hand. 
 

10) During the hearing that occurred on the second of March 2020 at Northamptonshire 
Magistrates case number 34NA1009819, after refusing us our right to trial by jury, the 
Magistrates discussed the requirement for a further hearing before proceeding to trial. 
This conversation was clearly audible to us and in the presence of the Clark of the 
Court, before a joint decision was reached that a further hearing would not be required 
and the case would move straight to trial. 
 

11) The applicant noted a false statement was made by the investigating police constable 
Luisa Garcia Y Harris, in the case papers stating words to the effect of ‘I told 
Wyschna in clear unambiguous terms not to contact Ben Gray’ and so disclosure of 
the pocket book entries, log notes and other media was asked for from the court, the 
prosecution and the police force was requested but disclosure of this evidence was not 
provided.   
 

12) The applicant noted within the case papers the prosecution served to the applicant that 
the reference made to the PACE recorded interview conducted by the police on the 
thirty first day of January 2020, was incorrect and misleading as it did not include any 
reference to our comments other than the pre-prepared statement that was read by our 
then solicitor, following my own statement that was both relevant to the allegation, 
and that we wished to rely upon. The full audio recording of this interview was 
requested from the court, the prosecution and the police force but disclosure of this 
evidence was not provided.   
 

13) The applicant has been investigating and trying to report and prevent criminal fraud 
committed by General Insurers who provide Private Motor Insurance, committed at 
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first notice of loss involving claimants in non-fault claims and had provided 
representation to Katie Gray in this matter, giving rise to a financial liability by way 
of contract. 
 

14) Findings from the investigation show clearly the massive revenue stream generated 
for insurers operating this scheme, demonstrating gain (financial) for the Insurer and 
their agents, while our investigation also found the consumers loss (financial) and 
discovered cars being returned to consumers that were unroadworthy with serious 
safety defects risking harm (life or limb) to all road users. 
 

15) The mother of the alleged injured party in this claim, was exposed through no fault of 
her own to driving a vehicle declared unroadworthy, with safety critical issues which 
may have left her liable to prosecution under S.143 of the Road Traffic Act 1988, and 
it was through concern of this and other issues relating to our investigation we had 
communicated with Ben Gray.  
 

16) The applicant is still at the discovery stage regarding the lawfulness of his arrest on 
the first of December 2019 by the police force, and the legality of the bail conditions 
imposed as they have impeded the investigation he has undertaken and his right to 
recover loss (financial), disclosure was also requested to the court and to the 
prosecution for all witness statements made on the first of December 2019 in relation 
to the allegations leading to the applicant interacting with the police force, that was 
not provided in this particular case.  

Details of our investigation  

17) We were the victim of a non-fault RTC (Road Traffic Collison) on the twenty eighth 
day of July 2016, and were the victim of fraud perpetrated by our Private Motor 
Insurer and its Agent a Claims Management Company that was reported to AF 
(Action Fraud) and received the reference number NFRC 160901559814 in this 
matter. Due to other matters arising from the collision including life changing back 
injuries to our passenger, it went unnoticed that after reporting the crime and 
receiving the reference number we heard nothing more regarding this matter. 

18) On the twenty eighth day of September 2019, shortly before meeting for only our 
second date, Katie Gray was involved in a low impact non-fault RTC in a 
supermarket carpark where we were shortly due to meet, with many years motor trade 
experience we appraised her car and found nothing other than minor cosmetic damage 
across the four near side body panels. We ensured Katie Gray had the relevant 
information to make a claim and confirmed she was with what we then believed to be 
a credible household brand insurer which was Admiral, so had peace of mind she 
would not befall the same type of fraud we ourselves had fallen victim to previously 
and therefore left her to post First Notice of Loss unassisted. 
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19) On the twenty third day of October 2019 we appraised the vehicle shortly after its 
return from the body shop, to ensure the remedial work was of retail quality and 
discovered that only two of the four damaged panels had been repaired, thereby 
meaning Katie Gray had not been indemnified in accordance with the policy of 
insurance, leading to our involvement within her claim. 

20) We spoke to the insurer Admiral on a number of occasions and the Claims 
Management Company, on behalf of Katie Gray and established fraud was being 
committed, through a bait and switch style question that the insurer had no lawful or 
legal right to ask, and was not compliant with regulations within the FCA (Financial 
Conduct Authority) Handbook, this question and method artificially incentivises an 
inferior product, and is asked to all non-fault claimants when posting First Notice of 
Loss as part of the call script.  

21) We discovered that the fraud and revenue stream, is generated for the insurer through 
the use of three agents fulfilling the roles of Claims Management Company, 
Independent Engineer and Authorised Repair Centre that are connected through either 
pre-existing bi-lateral contracts or through a scheme run by the general insurers trade 
organisation the ABI (Association of British Insurers) or GTA (General Terms 
Agreement) Technical Committee. 

22) We noted that vehicles were being falsely declared  unroadworthy to extend the 
period of expensive credit hire vehicle (in comparison to a traditional courtesy car 
provided by the insurer) by the independent engineer who was paid directly by the 
Claims Management Company who benefitted from this particular revenue stream. 

23) We noted that corners where being cut in many areas of the repair process, through 
the insurer blaming the consumer’s choice to use an alternative Claims Management 
Company, thereby protecting their corporate image while the Claims Management 
Company takes the blame for the substandard service. 

24) We noted that the outcome of these cost cutting measures included claiming money 
fraudulently for Vehicle Health Checks that were not conducted, leading to 
unroadworthy vehicles being returned to claimants that were unroadworthy with 
safety critical faults.  

25) We noted that General Insurers who transfer consumers to partner CMC have 
prearranged inflated repair rates with the body shops and receive massive rebates 
from the body shops involved.  

26) We noted that the fraud was purely for gain (financial) for the insurer and its agents, 
while causing loss (financial) to the consumer and all policy holders, as insurance 
fraud is not a victimless crime it inflates the premiums of all policy holders. 

27) We noted that the cutting of corners regarding repairs and the floored quality control 
returning vehicles with safety critical issues that were technically unroadworthy and 
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still certificated as unroadworthy that the consumer was falsely led to believe was safe 
and roadworthy exposed the consumer and all other road users to the risk of harm (life 
or limb) 

28) We discovered that the revenue stream was in place in 2012 and was identified by the 
CMA (Competition and Markets Authority) PMIMI (Private Motor Insurance Market 
Investigation, who at the conclusion of the investigation gave an undertaking to 
monitor the market for abuse, we noted that while the CMA identified the revenue 
stream generated through the use of CMC in non-fault claims, neither it or other 
agencies including the Attorney General or FSA (Financial Services Authority) who 
were the predecessor to the current twin peak system of regulation in financial 
markets, the FCA and PRA (Prudential Regulatory Authority), the method of transfer 
of claimants from the promise of indemnity they have paid for to a claims 
management company, that is fraudulent was not documented as being examined or 
identified as a reasonably minded person would expect. 

29) We spoke on a number of occasions with Admiral including a conversation on the 
twenty ninth day of September 2019 that identified the actus reus of the fraud which 
is the falsely incentivised question, and when we challenged Admiral regarding this 
matter by asking ‘how can you say you are acting with integrity?’(Insurers are bound 
by oath and both FCA and PRA regulation to conduct themselves with integrity), they 
simply stated it’s a business decision clearly evidencing the mens rea of the crime. 

30) We followed the complaints procedure and process with Admiral that became 
complaint reference 191030094 and was escalated at the end of this process, at the 
suggestion of Admiral to the FOS (Financial Ombudsman Service) and was given the 
reference PNX-3376074-P2J7. 

31) We raised a complaint based on the same subject matter with the FCA that was given 
the reference 206347132, that the FCA attempted to avoid initially by closing the 
complaint, that we once again raised and was given the reference 20671205 and 
required the intervention of the OCC (Office of the Complaints Commissioner) ref 
FCA00714 to avoid the FCA once again avoiding their statutory obligations. 

32) We noted when we initially attempted to pursue a civil claim against the FCA, the 
FCA have been given a ‘statutory immunity from damages’ under the Financial 
Services and Markets Act 2000, which in itself appears a clear contravention of the 
common law of the land, and the principles of equity which are recognised in 
statutory law under S.49 of the Senior Courts Act 1981. 

33) We noted through the intervention of the OCC, the FCA recognised the areas of fraud 
that we had identified, and also noted that these are serious issues that we have raised. 
The FCA also advised that we may have an individual right of action under section 
S.138D Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 against the authorised firm (which 
in this particular case was Admiral) before stating legislation prevents the FCA 
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disclosing details of their investigation, which we note as a contravention of the 
maxim, equity will not allow a statute to be used as a cloak for fraud. 

34) We discovered that the Claims Management Companies which are blamed as the root 
cause of complaints regarding the alternative claims process were regulated by the 
MOJ (Ministry of Justice) up to and including the thirty first day of March 2019, 
when regulation was transferred to the FCA. 

35) We discovered that AF who are a department within the City of London Police, 
falsely state that this crime is a civil matter and no longer take crime reports over 
allegations of insurance fraud committed by Insurance Companies against consumers. 

36) We spoke to the IFB (Insurance Fraud Bureau) who are a department of the 
Association of British Insurers who informed us, ‘we are well aware of this fraud, but 
we do not report on our own’. 

37) We discovered that the City of London Police receive annual funding from the ABI 
for a department called the IFED (Insurance Fraud Enforcement Department) and in 
the budget for 2020/21 this figure is four million, one hundred and twenty three 
thousand pounds (4,123,000). 

38) We challenged this funding with Ian DYSON the Commissioner for City of London 
Police, Ian A YOUNGER the Deputy Director for City of London Police, Pauline 
SMITH the Head of AF, Huw EVANS the Director General of the ABI and Debra 
MARSH of the ABI that this was a bribe to prevent AF taking crime reports on this 
area of fraud, by way of Affidavit that has subsequently been accepted by all parties 
as the truth in law regarding this particular allegation. 

39) We attempted to report this fraud to a number of law enforcement agencies that have 
a duty of care and statutory obligation to investigate and uphold the law including but 
not limited to the following ACTION FRAUD, AVON AND SOMERSET POLICE, 
BEDFORDSHIRE POLICE, CAMBRIDGESHIRE POLICE, CHESHIRE POLICE, 
CLEVELAND POLICE, CITY OF LONDON POLICE, CUMBRIA POLICE, 
DERBYSHIRE POLICE, DEVON AND CORNWALL POLICE, DORSET POLICE, 
DURHAM POLICE, DYFED-POWYS POLICE, ESSEX POLICE, 
GLOUCESTERSHIRE POLICE, GREATER MANCHESTER POLICE, GWENT 
POLICE, HAMPSHIRE POLICE, HERTFORDSHIRE POLICE, HUMBERSIDE 
POLICE, KENT POLICE, LANCASHIRE POLICE, LINCOLNSHIRE POLICE, 
METROPOLITAN POLICE, MERSEYSIDE POLICE, NORFOLK POLICE, 
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE POLICE, NORTHUMBRIA POLICE, NORTH WALES 
POLICE, NORTH YORKSHIRE POLICE, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE POLICE, 
SOUTH WALES POLICE, SOUTH YORKSHIRE POLICE, STAFFORDSHIRE 
POLICE, SUFFOLK POLICE, SURREY POLICE, SUSSEX POLICE, THAMES 
VALLEY POLICE, WARWICKSHIRE POLICE, WEST MERCIA POLICE, WEST 
MIDLANDS POLICE, WEST YORKSHIRE POLICE, WILTSHIRE POLICE, 
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NATIONAL POLICE CHIEF COUNCIL, HM REVENUE AND CUSTOMS, 
NATIONAL CRIME AGENCY, SERIOUS FRAUD OFFICE and TRADING 
STANDARDS along with a number of governmental ministers including Boris 
JOHNSON, Rishi SUNAK, Dominic RAAB, Priti PATEL, Kit MALTHOUSE, 
Michael GOVE, Robert BUCKLAND, Ben WALLACE, Alok SHARMA, Grant 
SCHAPPS, Baroness CHAKRABARTI, Lord BURNETT OF MALDON, Geoffrey 
COX, Suella BRAVERMAN and Andrea LEADSOME, all of whom failed to either 
respond or respond in substance. 

40) We did receive some communication at one point from the constituency office of 
Andrea LEADSOM who was at the time the constituency MP of Katie Gray, and held 
the position of Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, and 
proposed Andrea LEADSOM writing to the Secretary of State for Transport Grant 
SCHAPPS regarding the safety concerns and risk of harm (life or limb) raised by the 
fraud, but refused to petition any police force regarding the financial element of this 
crime, we subsequently noted when examining the undertaking to monitor the market 
for abuse made by the CMA at the conclusion of the PMIMI, the minister responsible 
for the CMA is that of the  Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial 
Strategy. 

41) These matters have been brought to the attention of the East Midlands CPS, 
Northamptonshire Magistrates Court and Northampton Crown Court, but both courts 
have failed to issue any direction to the police force to uphold the law in what any 
reasonably minded person, would identify as a serious organised crime network. 

42) We noted that S.143 of the Road Traffic Act makes private motor insurance a 
mandatory requirement to use a motor vehicle on the road or other public place. 

43) We noted that those who contravene S.143 of the Road Traffic Act are reported by the 
police force to the Magistrates Court were they are prosecuted. 

44) We noted that in excess of twenty four million households within the realm purchase 
Private Motor Insurance every year, with every policy premium rising in the event of 
fraud. 

45) We noted that the involvement of the involvement of the MOJ as the CMC regulator, 
the Police reporting on contravention of S.143 of the Road Traffic Act and the 
Magistrates Courts being used to prosecute contraventions, would to any reasonably 
minded person in possession of all  the facts indicate S.143 of the Road Traffic Act 
1988 as an extortion racket used to generate gain (financial) for General Insurers who 
provide Private Motor Insurance, while causing loss (financial) to the consumer and 
causing the risk of harm (life or limb) to all road users through inadequate repairs as 
cost cutting measures. 
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Failures of the Court and Prosecution 

46) Bias does not need to be actual but a perception of bias where by it appears to any 
reasonable minded person that when bias occurs this not only breaches the legal 
maxim audi alteram partem (hear the other side) but this breaches the human rights 
act and convention rights under ECHR of having a fair trial. 

47) Case law on bias is clear regarding these matters such as Rex v Sussex Justices ex 
parte McCarthy {1924} 1 KB256, All ER Rep 233 and Regina v Khan and Hanif 
{2008} EWCA Crim 531, {2008} 2 Cr App R 13, {2008} 2 Cr App R 161, {2008} 3 All 
ER 502, {2008} Crim LR 641and in Regina v Dundon {2004} EWCA Crim 621 where 
the defendant had been convicted under a system of trial later confirmed not to be 
compliant with the need for a fair trial, while Millar v Dickson {2001} H.R.L.H 59 
Privy Council is a further example of the obligation of public bodies to comply with 
Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights. 

48) The evidenced facts that Magistrates Courts enforce section 143 of the Road Traffic 
Act 1988 and are under the authority of the Ministry of Justice who regulated the 
Claims Management Companies involved within the fraud up to and including the 
thirty first day of March 2019, would to any reasonably minded person show a clear 
perception of bias. 

49) The applicant draws the Court's attention to the legal maxim nemo judex in causa sua 
(no man can be judge in his own cause) and the House of Lords ruling in R -v- Bow 
Street Metropolitan Stipendiary Magistrate ex parte Pinochet Ugarte (No.2) [2000] 
which held that there does not need to be any actual bias involved in a case, such as 
the one the applicant is litigating, simply, that a reasonably minded person in 
possession of all relevant information would perceive bias. There is certainly a 
perception of bias that an executive agency of the Ministry of Justice, namely, 
HMCTS, is handling a case in one of its courts which involves an individual who has 
exposed the Ministry of Justice as being involved in a fraud which it should have 
acted upon whilst it was the regulator for Claims Management Companies. 
 

50) The Magistrates refusing the applicant his right to trial by Jury at the hearing that 
occurred on the second day of March 2020 was in contravention of the maxim nemo 
judex in causa sua (no-one shall be a judge in his own cause) as the Magistrates Court 
enforce the extortion racket S.143 of the Road Traffic Act has been allowed to 
become, while the Ministry of Justice who have authority over the Magistrates court 
were the regulator of Claims Management Companies who are integral with the fraud 
up to the thirty first day of March 2019 and have clearly benefitted from the proceeds 
of crime that is generated by the fraud. in a clear contravention of the applicant’s 
convention rights. 
 

51) The applicant notes and draws the courts attention, that the Magistrates Court 
rejecting his request to be to be accompanied by a friend as an appropriate adult at the 
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trial which was planned for the sixteenth day of April 2020 was in defiance of case 
law McKenzie v McKenzie {1970} 3 All ER 1034, Regina v Leicester City Justices ex 
parte Barrow & ors {1991} 3 ER 935, Regina v Bow County Court, ex parte Pelling 
{1999} 4 All ER 751. See also Collier v Hicks {1831} 2 B & Ad 669 and in 
contravention of Schedule 1, Article 6 HRA 1998 and his convention rights under 
ECHR, (3) (c) to defend himself in person or through legal assistance of his own 
choosing or, if he has not sufficient means to pay for legal assistance to be given it 
free, when the interests of justice so require. (Emphasis added) in a clear 
contravention of the applicant’s convention rights. 
 

52) The applicant notes that the Magistrates Court did not give effective direction 
regarding case management during or following the hearing that occurred at 
Northamptonshire Magistrates Court on the second day of March 2020, in defiance of 
Magistrates Court Rules 1981, 3A Case Management, which states in (1) ‘The court 
must actively manage the case’, which the court clearly had a duty to do, but did not 
do, in a clear abuse of the legal process. (Emphasis added) 
 

53) The applicant notes that the Magistrates Court did not give effective direction 
regarding case management during or following the hearing that occurred at 
Northamptonshire Magistrates Court on the second day of March 2020, in defiance of 
The Criminal Procedure Rules 2015, 3.2 The duty of the court. (2) (c) ‘achieving 
certainty as to what must be done, by whom, and when, in particular by the early 
setting of a timetable for the progress of the case.’ in a clear abuse of the legal 
process. 
 

54) The applicant notes that the Magistrates Court did not give effective direction 
regarding case management during or following the hearing that occurred at 
Northamptonshire Magistrates Court on the second day of March 2020, in defiance of 
The Criminal Procedure Rules 2015, 3.2 The duty of the court. (2) (d) ‘monitoring 
the progress of the case and compliance with its directions’ (g) ‘encouraging the 
participants to co-operate in the progression of the case’ clearly encouraging the CPS 
to avoid its own obligations under rule 15.2 of the Criminal Procedure Rules, CPIA 
1996. in a clear abuse of the legal process. 
 

55) The applicant notes and draws the courts attention to the fact specific disclosure was 
requested on the seventh day of March 2020, namely evidence clearly disproving or 
proving the applicant’s statement that the police constable Luisa Garcia Y Harris 
made a false statement, and the PACE audio recording from the thirty first day of 
January 2020, that was not and has not been disclosed. in a clear abuse of the legal 
process. 
 

56) The applicant notes and draws the courts attention to the act of perjury and the 
evidenced uttering of a false instrument, committed by Luisa Garcia Y Harris in the 
intrinsically linked matter before the Crown Court within the initial details Pros Case 
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URN:34NA0936519 dated 16/06/2021, and draws the courts attention to the maxim in 
law falsus in uno, falsus in omnibus (false in one thing, false in everything) and 
demonstrating contravention of, perverting the course of justice at common law. 
 

57) The applicant notes that the prosecution concealed the witness statement of Katie 
Gray made on the first day of December 2019 until providing it to the applicant in an 
intrinsically linked matter on the eighteenth day of June 2021. A statement in which 
she accepts the existence of a contract with the applicant, a contract Katie Gray is in 
breach of, a contract the prosecution concealed from the court and a contract Ben 
Gray clearly wished to avoid on behalf of his mother, and draws the courts attention 
to the maxim he who comes into equity must come with clean hands. 

Conclusion 

The applicant notes and draws attention to the fact that the wilful concealment of evidence by 
the prosecution, in full knowledge of the court to any reasonably minded person is a 
malicious prosecution and could be identified as perverting the course of justice. 

The applicant notes and draws the Magistrates Court attention to the evidenced fact, given the 
clear conflict of interest between the judiciary along with its parent organisation, the Ministry 
of Justice whose failings as Claims Management Regulator and the criminal fraud causing 
loss (financial) to the private motorist compelled to purchase private motor insurance by 
S.143 of the Road Traffic Act and risking harm (life and limb) to all road users that the 
applicant has uncovered and is now in the process of litigating, gives not only a very clear 
perception of bias to any reasonably minded person, but demonstrate the Magistrates Court 
did not at any time have jurisdiction in this matter. 

The applicant also notes and it is submitted these are abuses of the legal process and the case 
was not ready for trial, due to no case management and, accordingly, the decision of the 
Magistrates Court is void and incurably void and must be set aside. The Court has no 
discretion to not set aside a decision it has made which is void. 

 

With sincerity and in honour 

 
 

 By: mark.wyschna 
all rights reserved – with prejudice  

18th October 2021 

  

 

 


